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CONFUSED (-1)

CHA
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SCORE

SCARRED (-1)

MAX

BASIC MOVES REFERENCE
HACK AND SLASH
When you attack an enemy inmelee, roll+STR. On a 10+, you deal
your damage to the enemyand avoid their attack. At your option,
youmay choose todo+1d6damagebut expose yourself to the en-
emy’s attack. On a 7-9, you deal your damage to the enemy and
the enemymakes an attack against you.

VOLLEY
When you take aim and shoot an enemy at range, roll+DEX. On
a 10+, you have a clear shot - deal your damage. On a 7-9, choose
one in addition to dealing your damage.

■ You have to move to get the shot, placing you in danger of the
GM’s choice.

■ You have to takewhat you can get: -1d6 damage.
■ You have to take several shots, reducing your ammoby one.

DEFEND
Whenyoustand indefenseof aperson, item,or locationunderat-
tack, roll+CON. On a 10+, hold 3. On a 7-9, hold 1. So long as you
stand in defense, when you or the thing you defend is attack you
may spend hold, 1 for 1, to choose an option. Redirect an attack
from the thing you defend to yourself.

■ Halve the attack’s effect or damage.
■ Open up the attacker to an ally, giving that ally +1 Forward

against them.
■ Deal damage to the attacker equal to your level.

DISCERN REALITIES
When you closely study a situation or person, roll+WIS. On a 10+,
ask the GM 3 questions from the list below. On a 7-9, ask 1. Take
+1 Forwardwhen acting on the answers.

■ What happened here recently?
■ What is about to happen?
■ What should I be on the lookout for?
■ What here is useful tome?
■ Who’s really in control here?
■ What here is not what it appears to be?

SPOUT LORE
When you consult your accumulated knowledge about some-
thing, roll+INT. On a 10+, theGMwill tell you something interest-
ing and useful about the subject relevant to your situation. On a
7-9, the GM will only tell you something interesting - it’s on you
tomake it useful. The GMmight also ask you “How do you know
this?” Tell them the truth, now.

PARLEY
Whenyouhave leverageonaGMcharacterandmanipulate them,
roll+CHA. Leverage is something theyneedorwant. Onahit, they
ask you for something and do it if youmake them a promise first.
On a 7-9, they need some concrete assurance of your promise,
right now.

Thisplaybook isbyTamHand licensedCC-BY4.0. It is basedonDungeonWorld,
written by Sage LaTorra and AdamKoebel, licensed CC-BY 4.0. The template is
based on DW and the PlayKit Plus by Jason Shea, licensed CC-BY 4.0. Original
Google Doc created by Yochai Gal. Print as Duplex, short-edge bound. Fold in
themiddle.

DEFY DANGER
When you act despite an imminent threat or suffer a calamity, say how
you deal with it and roll. If you do it...

■ ...by powering through, +STR.
■ ...by getting out of theway or acting fast, +DEX.
■ ...by enduring, +CON.
■ ...with quick thinking, +INT.
■ ...throughmental fortitude, +WIS.
■ ...using charm and social grace, +CHA.
On a 10+, you do what you set out to do and the threat doesn’t come to
bear. On a 7-9, you stumble, hesitate, or flinch; the GM will offer you a
worse outcome, hard bargain, or ugly choice.

AID OR INTERFERE
When you help or hinder someone, say how you do so and roll with that
stat, just like Defy Danger. On a 10+, they take +1 or -2, your choice. On a
7-9 you also expose yourself to danger, retribution, or cost.

NOTES

The Cel c Bard
V.9 the primal warrior-poet of myth

NAME:

Examples: Dalian, Erik, Urien, Tristan, Melody, Haakon, Emrys, Taliesin,
Gabrielle, Sencan, Grace, Ossian,Mael, Ingen, Aneiran, Harmony, Lyr

LOOK Choose one
Choose one for each, or write your own:

EYES: Lonely, Sharp, Knowing,Mercurial,

HAIR:Wild, Careless, Artfully Arranged,

CLOTHING: Patched, Fashionable, Expensive,

BODY: Lithe, Lean, Portly,

RACE: Human, Elf, Dwarf, Halfling, Gnome, Fey, Dragonkin, Reptilian,

Orc, Hobgoblin, Kobold, Goblin, Imp, Fiend,

DRIVE Choose one
TRICKERY: Achieve a goal through subterfuge or deception.

PROMISE KEPT: Deliver on a threat or bargain despite cost.

WILDHEART: Use nature to accomplish a goal with brutal efficiency.

BACKGROUND Choose one
HEIR TOWARRIOR-POETS: You come from a family long recognized

for musical talent and for prowess in battle, who sit at the right-hand of
kings andprinces or rule in their own right. Your basedamage is a d8 and
yourmaximumhp is 8+Constitution.

PRODIGAL: Your talent blazes like none other of your generation; the
music is as much a part of you as your blood and bones. Add Perform to
your StartingMoves.

APPRENTICE: You were plucked from obscurity by a great master, for
reasonsyetunknown. ChooseanadditionalStartingMove fromanyplay-
book not in use.

BONDS
Fill in the name of one of your companions in at least one, but no more
than four:

inspiresme, to great heights and great lows.

knows a secret long forgotten; Iwould know it too.

will do great things, and I will sing of them.

I see somethingofmyself in ; Iwill help themover-
come it.

Themusic of making sings in your ears, wild and unknowable and full
of a primal longing that calls endlessly to you...

The Celtic Bard is inspired by the bard of myth, with powers drawn di-
rectly from legend. They wield power both magical and secular, serving
as cleric, druid, andmage in turn.

Withbardic redes that subtly facilitate theirplans,moredramaticmagic-
spells worked into music, and any number of tricks up their sleeves for
any situation, theCeltic Bard is a larger-than-life herowho is shrouded in
mystery even as they seek out the hidden and unknown.

Choose this playbook if you want to have plenty of options, from
shapechanging tomind control to healing, if youwant to embodyprimal
forceswhilefilling a verypowerful niche in society, and if youwant todis-
cover forgotten lore and hidden secrets.

HIT POINTS ARMOR

d6
DAMAGE

LEVEL

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 LEVELWHENXP = CURR LEVEL + 7

Assign these starting scores to your stats:

16 (+2), 15 (+1), 13 (+1), 12 (0), 9 (0), 8 (-1)

YourmaximumHP is 6+Constitution.



LOAD

MAX

STARTING MOVES
You startwith thesemoves:

PRAISE AND DAMN (CHA)
When you know of a great achievement or shame, youmay com-
pose a panegyric or a satire about the subject. Roll+CHA the first
time you perform it in public. On a 10+, choose two. On a 7-9,
choose one, and the GMwill make aMove.

■ It catches on; everyone knows it, andmany figure where
there’s smoke, there’s fire. Take +1 when you act on this.

■ It convinces someone of the subject’s worthiness; they
grant the subject’s request or yours (if you present it as
being on the subject’s behalf) if at all feasible.

■ The subject tips their hand, revealing something to their
detriment through action or word.

ThisMove counts as leverage for parlay if the target respects you,
wants you to use your abilities on their behalf, or has cause to fear
your satire.

THE SALMON OF KNOWLEDGE
Youhaveadeepandbroadknowledgeofhistory, languagesmod-
ern and ancient, music, genealogy, and nobility. Treat a failed
Spout Lore about one of those subjects as a partial success in-
stead. When you Discern Reality, youmay, for each question you
might ask but don’t, take oneHold. Spend it to:

■ Reveal a small item plausibly hidden on your person or
where you need it, when you need it.

■ Discover a secret, vice, or shameabout a subject if there’s
any plausible way to.

■ Identify a weakness, flaw, or opening in a subject’s de-
fenses or plans.

ANIMAL SHAPE (WIS)
Choose an animal; youmay take its formwhen youwish, gaining
its abilities, instincts, and voice. When you try to return to your
true form, roll+WIS minus the number of animal shapes you’ve
worn since you’ve last slept as a human. On a 10+, youmanage it
easily. On a 7-9, choose one; the effect lasts until you next sleep,
unless you choose tomake it permanent. If you do, that shape no
longer counts against your total when rolling thisMove.

■ You retain an animal feature like oddly colored eyes,
pointed ears, or sharp claws.

■ You forget a nuance of civilization, like forks or personal
space, or retain an instinct of the creature you were, like
a taste for rawmeat or stalking reflex.

■ You can’t use thisMove again.

MUSIC IN THE BLOOD
You are a consummate musician, practiced in voice, instrument,
and the nature of music. You have perfect pitch and a wide
repertoire of songs to fit all occasions. A primal, sometimes sub-
tle, sometimes thundering magic imbues your words and music.
Choose a Rede and either a second Rede or, if you know Perform,
a Work of your level or lower. When you gain a level, commit a
Work of your level or lower or a Rede tomemory.

ADVANCED MOVES
Whenyougain a level from2-5, choose from thesemoves:

DEFTLY PLUCKED STRINGS
WhenyouusePraiseorDamn, add the followingoptions to the list:

■ Anareaof the subject’s life that you specify, like relation-
ships, business ventures, or their health, suffers a huge
setback.

■ Youmay choosewho appears as the author of thework.

PERFORM (CHA)
When you perform aWork, roll+CHA. On a 10+, the effects are as
intended. On a 7-9, your magic still takes effect, but the GM will
tell you a complication, from this list or not.

■ The magic is intoxicating; you’re as drunk on it as if you
had downed a couple of bottles of wine.

■ You’re affected by themagic too, in whole or in part.
■ One of your animal shapes’ instincts overwhelms you.

On a 6-, in addition to theGM’sMove, you are out of tunewith the
magic, unable to perform again until youMake Camp.
Ingeneral,maintaininganongoingeffect imposesa -1 toPerform,
cumulative, as long as themagic is in effect.

MANY-SHAPED
Choose a new animal shape for Animal Shape. In addition, choose
one of your shapes; while in it, youmay use your own voice or the
animal’s.

EARTHWIND AND FIRE
Choose an element, like water, fire, earth, or air. You gain amark
of that element, likefire-colored eyes, hair perpetually tousledby
a breeze, the scent of salt, or dirt under your nails. You can no
longer die from the chosen element, and, when near you, the el-
ement subtly acts to support and further your unspokenwishes –
for example, the earth is soft under your feetwhen you travel, the
wavesneverbecalmyou,firewill not consumewhatyouhold, and
so on.

JACK OF ALL TRADES
Choose aMove fromaplaybook not currently in use that you oth-
erwise qualify for.

THE SECOND SIGHT (WIS)
You possess the Second Sight; you can see and speakwith ghosts,
detect faeries and faerie mounds despite glamours, and often
catch unpredictable and unnerving glimpses of the near future.
This grants you +1 Armor that is not ignorable.

When you focus your extra sense upon a person or situation,
roll+WIS. On a 10+, ask one; the GM will answer cryptically with
no more than three words. On a 7-9, the GM will pick one to an-
swer, and also introduce a complication, like temporary blind-
ness, deafness, ormuteness.

■ How andwhenwill this person die?
■ What prevents this endeavor from succeeding?
■ What action can I take to get what I want here?

INSPIRATION IN THE STRANGEST PLACES
Whenyoumay commit aWork tomemory, youmay instead com-
pose a new one. To do so, choose a spell or cantrip that youmeet
the requirements for from the spell list of another playbook and
ask the GM what form the new song takes; they may ask you in-
stead. Choose a newWorkwhen you take thisMove.

MY REPUTATION PRECEDES ME
You have a reputation; choose one. As long as you do nothing to
overtly contradict it, people aware of it will believe it of you and
treat you accordingly. When you act in accordancewith your rep-
utation or to further it, take +1 Ongoing. If you roll doubles when
using this bonus, the GM will tell you a complication that stems
from your reputation.

■ As a fair and impartialmediator and judge.
■ As amerciless warrior-poet who forgives no slights.
■ As an unpredictable, inscrutable force of nature.
■ Of beingmad, bad, and dangerous to know.
■ With the GM’s approval, youmaymake one up.

Should you ever prove it definitively, undeniably false, choose a
new Reputation or discard this Move for a new one. People still
remember it, but it no longer providesmechanical benefits.

TACTICIAN
When you use The Salmon of Knowledge, add the following:

■ Use terrain or conditions to your benefit, gaining +1 For-
ward to attack or defend.

■ Identify an NPC who can help you achieve your current
goal; you knowwhere they last were and how they were
disposed towards you last time youmet (if you have).

If you have The Second Sight, also add:
■ Interact with an ethereal, incorporeal, or similarly un-

touchable creature as if theywere flesh and blood.

End of Session Ques ons

Did we learn something new and important about the
world?

Didwe overcome a notablemonster or enemy?

Didwe loot amemorable treasure?

For each “yes” answer everyonemarks XP.

Level Up
When you have downtime (hours or days) and XP equal to (or
greater than) your current level+7, you can reflect on your expe-
riences and hone your skills.

1. Subtract your current level+7 from your XP and increase
your level by 1.

2. Choose a new advanced ormasterMove.
3. Add a newWork or Rede to your repertoire.
4. Choose one stat and increase it by 1, up to a max of

18. Changing Constitution increases yourmaximumand
current HP.

GEAR
Your load is 7+STR. You start with:

■ A harp, lyre, fiddle, or other instrument, new or old, and
the things you need tomaintain it (1 weight)

■ A heavy cloak, waterproofed, concealing (+1 armor, 1
weight)

■ Aweapon of weight 1 or 2.

Choose two:

A jacket with reinforced padding (1 armor, 1 weight)

A noble pedigree, with all the rights and responsibilities of
the nobility.

A letter from a respected advisor to an important lord rec-
ommending you to service.

Healing potions, or bandages

Dungeon gear (5 uses, 1 weight)

ITEM WEIGHT VALUE

COINS& TREASURE

DEATHMOVE
When you draw your Last Breath for the final time, the music of
the first moment of creation bursts forth from your bones, con-
suming your physical form utterly. All who hear it are changed in
someway; you say how.

Choose a natural feature, as grand as amountain or as small as a
single spring; it forms on the spot you died, pushing aside what-
ever is already there. Your spirit will protect it and thosewho care
for it for as long as youwish, in the guise of the elements or ama-
jestic version of one of your animal shapes, as you choose, and
thosewhoseekwisdomorhealing in theheartofyourdomainwill
find it.



MASTER MOVES
Whenyougainalevel from6-10, choosefromthesemovesorthe
2-5moves:

A SWIFT AND TERRIBLE JUDGEMENT
When you use Praise or Damn, add the following options:

■ No person of good repute or good character will have
dealings with the subject, and even the unsavory will
think twice.

■ Unless they have been wronged by the subject, no one
will be able to raise a hand against themdirectly.

DOOMSAYER
WhenyouuseSecondSightwhile incombatwithsomeoneyoufeel
strongly towards, youmay answer one of your ownquestions as if
youwere the GM, and the GMwill abide by it.

ONEWITH THE ELEMENTS (WIS)
Choose one of your Earth Wind and Fire elements; the mark
becomes unmistakable, though not necessarily unconcealable.
That element will no longer cause you pain. When you call on it
to actively help you, roll+WIS. On a 10+, it assists you in the letter
and spirit of your wishes, to the best of its capabilities. On a 7-9,
it helps, but there’s a price. In addition, add a new element as in
EarthWind and Fire.

UNFETTERED BY BIRTH
Choose a new shape for Animal Shape. You may also now choose
a natural shape of roughly your human size or smaller that incor-
porates one of your Earth Wind and Fire elements, like a boulder,
smoldering coal, coral, or tree, when you choose a new Animal
Shape.

PRETERNATURAL FORESIGHT
When you use The Salmon of Knowledge, add the following to the
list:

■ When a shocking betrayal, ambush, trick, or other sur-
prise is revealed, explainhowyouexpectedandprepared
for it, with asmanypreparations as you could reasonably
have achieved in secret, in the span of an hour. It’s up to
the GMhow far in advance you could have known.

If you have The Second Sight, also add:
■ Bump someone’s failure to a partial or a partial to a full

success on aDefy Danger roll.

LEGENDARY MEMORY
Choose a newWork for each level past 5th you’ve attained. When
you choose a new Work or Rede from now on, choose a bonus
Work as well.

MASTER OF SOME
Choose aMove fromaplaybook not currently in use that you oth-
erwise qualify for.

LEGENDS ABOUND
Your legend has grown until nearly everyone who could knows
your name, but eyewitness accounts are often exaggerated and
confused. Choose a new Reputation fromMy Reputation Precedes
Me and gain all the benefits from it.

REDES
DISTRACTION: You may accompany your music with an audi-

tory and visual illusion of your narrative, exactly as you picture it,
in a space no larger than that between your outstretched arms.

THE OLDHOLY PILGRIM: As long as youmake the barest of at-
tempts at disguise and they have no cause to believe otherwise,
thosewho encounter youwho are not looking for youdirectlywill
not recognize you as yourself, instead believing you to be some-
one harmless and beneath their notice.

LULLABY: While you softly sing or play, those around you who
are ready to sleepwill drift off quickly and have pleasant dreams,
awaking refreshed. Everyone else becomes contemplative and
calm. If you areMaking Camp, those lulled to sleep wakewith an
extra d4HPor a debility healed, and anyonewhoTakesWatch re-
ceives a +1 Forward.

WHILE MY GUITAR SOFTLY WEEPS: When you imbue music
with emotion, nature itself seems to feel it and rearrange itself
subtly to show it. Rain fallswhenyouplayadirge, lightning cracks
when you play staccato, a pleasant breeze blowswhen you huma
light and lilting air, and so on. Particularly sensitive people may
also be affected.

FAST FRIENDS: While making music, name a subject who can
hearyouandasktheGM, “what’s theclosest relationshipwecould
potentially have?”. This relationship will develop between you,
one way or another, as quickly as possible given their nature and
situation, unless outside forces interfere.

WHISPERINGWIND:Whenyouneeddirection, ahint, or toun-
derstand speech, and a breeze can reach you, it whispers the an-
swer in your ear. And when you listen to it by standing quietly in
a lonely place where it howls, it will tell you secrets, directions to
lost treasures, and long-forgotten lore. Thewind can only tell you
what it has heard or touched.

NAMER OF NAMES:When you bestow a name upon someone
based on a great achievement, secret shame, or personal trait
(or lack of one), it sticks, and, when invoked in an appropriate
context, inspires a suitable emotion in those around them, like
courage, respect, or disgust, that grants 1+ Ongoing to act accord-
ingly.

KENNING: You are skilled in the art of saying one thing and
meaning another, of using the stories everyone knows to convey
meaning in obscure phrases, and of lying boldly. When you use
words deceptively, gain +1 Ongoing to be believed, escape pun-
ishment, or influence others, and when you make a promise or
bargain it’s always worded in your favor to such an extent that it
canmeanwhatever you choose, later.

KINTOTHEDEERAnimalswhose shape you can take recognize
you as adopted kin. You may communicate with them, without
words, regardless of your current form, and they will always seek
to aid you to the best of their ability and understanding. In addi-
tion, you no longer agewhile in animal shape.

EYE FOR AN EYE: When someone harms you physically, what-
ever they struck you with is cursed, bestowing ill-luck upon the
wielder, or, if discarded, the area, until you exact a measure of
vengeance. If the blow kills you, those responsible for your death
die within a day in amost unpleasant and unfortunateway.

RETURNTO LEGEND (LEVEL 10): Your life is surrounded by leg-
ends, half-truths, and myths. When an event from your past af-
fects the present directly, youmay tell the GMhow part of it hap-
peneddifferently thaneveryone “knows”, in sevenwordsor fewer,
without contradicting the immediate fiction. For example, that
the Duke survived, but in hiding, or that you loosened the linch-
pin from a wheel when you fought atop the wagon. The GMwill
tell you how it changes things now, for better or worse.

LEVEL 1 WORKS
VINDICTIVE AIR Vocal: When you verbally chastise someone or

something that haswronged youand yourwords can reach them,
they suffer 3d4 damage. Ill-luck, heart failure, just drop dead,
whatever, they suffer.

A HAPPY DEATH Vocal: You whisper a long-forgotten hymn of
praise to Death into someone’s ear; it remains in their memory
until they next sleep and gives them uneasy dreams when they
do. If they draw a Last Breath before then, they may repeat the
hymn for a +1. You can hold the hymn in your ownmemory for up
to threedays, either to use yourself or before imparting, but sleep
will not be restful while you do.

CATHARSISVocal or Instrument: As youperforma suitable song,
thosewho hear it feel a strong emotion of your choosing, gaining
a +1Ongoing to act on it. This is clearly inspired by yourmusic but
not obviouslymagical.

LEVEL 3 WORKS
WILDINGSHAPEVocal;Ongoing: Awild chant that lingers in the

back of your mind as long as the spell is active, making you feel
restless. Touch the target; they take one of your animal shapes on
the spot. If they arewilling, it’s exactly as if you had done so your-
self; when theywish to return to normal, you choosewhich of you
makes the roll and takes any effects. If they are forced, you lose
access to the shape until you release the magic – and you make
the roll and take any effects when you do.

GRAVESONGVocal or Instrument;Ongoing: When youperforma
solemn dirge,magicalmists rise around you, granting a +1 Ongo-
ing to dealing with undead that lingers as long as themists do. If
you begin walking without purpose at the song’s conclusion, you
will come to a long-forgotten grave; the spirit within will answer
any twoquestions youpose to it to the best of its ability, but itwill
also tell you one thing that you do not wish to know.

EMPATHETIC ORATORY Vocal; Ongoing: In every being, how-
ever alien, there is a rhythm that can be heard if one is willing to
listen. When you boldly confront a sentient creature or group of
creatureswho canunderstand youandwhohaveno cause tohate
youpersonally, theywill listen to yourwords for however long you
continue to speak, unless threatened or injured. If you ask them
what theywant from the situation or from you, theywill tell you.

LEVEL 5 WORKS
ORPHIC JOURNEY Vocal or Instrument: Performing this song

grants you an audience with Death and leverage over it for the
purposes of bringing one soul back to life. Tell the GM how you
gained that leverage, like outwitting, out-fiddling, entertaining,
or duelling. The audience lasts until Death is donewith you; how-
ever you intend to use your leverage, you’d best do it quickly.

SKYMUSIC Vocal: You shout, and your voice is like thunder. All
who hear it who intend you harm take 2d6 damage, ignoring ar-
mor, and are thrown back. Particularly delicate items like glass or
thinwoodmay be shattered.

MANIPULATE EMOTION Vocal or Instrument; Ongoing: All who
hear your music are swept with emotion, if they’re capable of
feeling it. Choose an emotion, a suitable one word action, like
“weep”, “flee”, “collapse”, or “fight” and, optionally, a target like
“that dragon”, “my enemies”, or “each other”; all affected do this,
as long as they can hear you and you continue playing, and for a
natural amount of time after.

LEVEL 7 WORKS
ROUSE THE EARTH’S BONES Vocal or Instrument; Ongoing: Your

beat vibrates through the ground, and the bones beneath shiver
in answer. Ask theGMhowmany andhow large, andnamea sim-
ple, direct goal. The bones tear themselves free from the earth to
fulfill your demand; they will throw themselves to the task until
they accomplish it, it becomes unattainable, or you release them.

GEAS Divination: Ask the GM, “what must this person do to
avoid doom?”. You and the subject both learn the answer; a cryp-
tic phrase like “always eat food offered by an elder” or “no man’s
hand will harm them”. As long as this taboo is kept the subject
can’t die, but if it is broken, a horrible fate will find them. On a 7-
9 on Perform, the GMwill also tell you something youmust do or
avoid doing until the subject dies, lest youmeet the same fate.

WITHOUT BLEMISH Vocal or Instrument, Ongoing: Touch some-
one; any physical imperfections, wounds, or diseases are re-
moved, restored, or cured ina fewmoments. As longas youmain-
tain the spell, youmay continue to grants its benefits to new sub-
jects. If you choose, you can instead restore beauty and vitality
lost to time’s ravages or never possessed in thefirst place, but this
fades when the spell ends.

LEVEL 9 WORKS
MUSIC OF THE SPHERES Vocal: You perform the original song

of creation, imbuing itwith your own stampandpurpose. Tell the
GMwhat youwish to create, change, or destroy andwhat present
force of nature you’ll use to do it; the GMwill tell you what it will
cost, whichmight be one ormore from this list or something else.

■ Loseayearofyour life; hopeyouhavemore thanthat left.
■ As you change theworld, themusic changes you; you are

marked permanently.
■ Amemory or experience you treasure is burned away.

ALL PLACES ARE THE SAME TO ME Vocal or Instrument: As you
perform, you and those near you you choose are swept up in a
force of nature – a raging river, whirling cyclone, endless crevice,
or similar – tobedeposited, unharmed, in thenearestplace to the
location youwish to bewhere nature touches.

AS TIME GOES BY Vocal; Ongoing: Some say immortality lies in
fame; others, in impartingwisdom. When youperform thiswork,
the Fates themselves listen, and accept your choice. Choose an
individual you feel strongly towards, and a defining moment in
their life. Describe how things should have gone differently, and
the Fates will reweave reality to match – but you lose one of your
names, oneof your animal shapes, oneof your reputations, or one
of your elements forever. If youhavenothing left tooffer, youmay
offer your life.
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